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If she's our mate... she won't be tamed easily Kalriss:
She's the opposite of the women who flock to Colossus,
eager to serve. This one hates us to the core. I nearly
refused the contract. My triad has done snatch and grabs
before. This will be our greatest test. Because when I
have her alone... it's going to take every ounce of my will
not to snap and lose my honor. If I do, we'll confirm her
theories: that all Aurelians secretly ache to follow the Old
Ways. That we're all obsessed with claiming our fated
mate. We've spent our lives hunting down the cruel
Aurelians who snap, and only Harper can give us the
information we need to predict the Separatist's next
move. She hates our species, and she's not going to
give us the information if we ask nicely. We're going to
have to take her... But I'm terrified I'm going to become
what I've sworn to kill. As long as I don't taste need in
her scent, I'll be able to hold back. Harper: Aurelians.
Seven-foot-tall Greek Gods of men that fight in warrior
triads. They could have ushered us into a golden era.
Instead, they used their strength to subjugate us. No
more. I'm the only alien behavioral researcher who
predicted the split in their Empire. I knew that brutal alien
warriors couldn't follow a human queen. I knew the Old
Ways would rise again. I've dedicated my life to
protecting humanity against their evil... But deep down,
sometimes I wonder what it would be like to have a triad
of the fierce warriors focused in on me and me alone.
Protective. Possessive. Utterly in charge. Thank the
Gods that will never happen. Better to read this alien
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mate romance series in order, but it contains a full story
with a HEA!
A Harvard psychiatrist, the author of A Prince of Our
Disorder, presents accounts of alien abduction taken
from the more than sixty cases he has investigated and
examines the implications for our identity as a species.
I'm obsessed with the game. I spend so many hours
playing that I dream about dangerous missions on other
worlds...and my gorgeous, in-game training partner,
Kassius. That is, until I win. I beat the Starfighter Training
Academy. But is it a game? Or alien software designed
to recruit new, unsuspecting soldiers for a war in another
star system? Because when my hot as heck alien shows
up at my workplace demanding I leave Earth and travel
to the Vega system? What? When he informs me it's my
duty to fight Queen Raya and the Dark Fleet? Claims he
wants me as much as I've craved him? Let's just say
things get crazy. Facing the truth is never easy, but when
I arrive at the Elite Starfighter base I learn that Kassius
cheated the system, hacked into the game, and lied to
everyone on two worlds to make me his. Now who's
obsessed? **If you love romance in the style of Nalini
Singh, Christine Feehan, J.R. Ward, Lara Adrian, S. E.
Smith, and out-of-this world outer space adventures like
The Expanse, Star Trek, Star Wars and Stargate, be
sure to read USAT Bestselling Author Grace Goodwin's
exciting science fiction and paranormal book series!
Aliens, adventure, and hot romance all in one place!
Over one MILLION books sold! Tags: alien romance, scifi romance, science fiction romance, paranormal
romance, psychic romance, shifter, space fleet, space
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opera, interstellar brides, mail-order bride, arranged
marriage, shifter, mate, alien mate, fated mate, reverse
harem, scifi romance, scifi alien romance, scifi harem,
The Colony, IBP, Prillon, Warrior, Atlan, Warlord, Everis,
Hunter, Cyborg, Viken, Rogue 5, Kronos, Cerberus,
Astra, matched mate, Trion, Coalition Fleet, alien
invasion, first contact
While at the MoD, the author often found himself caught
between helping abductees make sense of their
experience and the MoD's official line which is basically
to ignore them.
Learn about the mysterious phenomenon of alien
abductions. Testimonies and theories are presented as
potential proof of the existence of aliens who abduct
humans. Eerie photos and illustrations will keep readers
turning the pages.
Abducted from Earth over a year ago, Lauren spent most
of that time getting accustomed to her new life as one of
the "animals" in an alien zoo. When she's sold by the
zookeeper, her life takes a turn she wasn't expecting.
She has no idea where she'll end up till she's brought to
a sanctuary owned by a tall blue hunk of an alien called
Riv. Riv's life is quiet and peaceful in a place as far away
from civilization as he can manage. So when an
annoying chatterbox of a human ends up on his
doorstep, he's less than pleased. The human disrupts his
life and his solitude and he can't wait to get rid of her.
He's not interested in helping her, and he's definitely not
interested in love. Except...she's managed to wheedle
her way in and suddenly those barriers around his heart
don't seem so strong anymore. He has two options: Let
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her go. Or let her in. Riv's Sanctuary is a full-length
standalone sci-fi romance featuring a loveable heroine
and a hot, grumpy, and possessive hero who would do
anything to protect the one who shows him how to love.
If you like sexy aliens, adventure, and steamy romance,
check out Riv's Sanctuary. This standalone book
contains: - Steamy scenes - HEA - No cheating - No
cliffhangers
He is determined to save her, whether she likes it or not!
Bucking family tradition, Dyre is determined to become
his planet’s first hero, even if it breaks his mother’s
heart. He sets out on numerous quests to save the
universe, however his altruism never seems to turn out
quite as expected. Who knew doing the right thing was
so hard? In between saving those who don’t want his
help—and the chaos that follows—he rescues a damsel in
distress. She doesn’t appreciate his heroic abduction,
and even worse, once Dyre gets to know the outspoken
human, he entertains less than noble thoughts about
ravishing her. It takes only a couple of comical mishaps,
some hot kisses and danger for Dyre and his human
damsel Betty to discover their happily ever after—and
thank the stars for a heroine who ends up saving this
hero, and the galaxy, from his chivalrous side. Genre:
science fiction romance, space opera, comedy, humor,
space adventure, space exploration, sci-fi romance,
fantasy romance, paranormal romance, futuristic
romance, alpha male
Picked for her brain. Chosen for her body. Is it possible
for love to enter the picture? After saving humanity from
the evil Grots, the Novans demand human females for
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breeding, and Earth has no choice but to comply. At
least Lisa Vena is sent as a doctor to the Novan's new
planet Kuria, not for breeding purposes, but as she treats
the wounds of the commander of the alien's army, he
takes a fancy to her, and he won't take no for an
answer... Trigger warning: this book includes some dark
themes like consent and assault.
Examines how abduction narratives and individual
accounts have evolved and changed, and draws a
parallel to the way societal myths are made
In Secret Life, Professor David M. Jacobs of Temple
University takes us into the private world of those
abducted by aliens, letting them describe in their own
words what it is like to be abducted. Based on interviews
with sixty individuals and more than 300 independently
corroborated accounts, Secret Life presents the most
complete and accurate picture of alien abductions ever
compiled. Dr. Jacobs takes the reader on a minute-byminute journey through a typical abduction experience
and describes in detail the bizarre physical, mental and
reproductive procedures that abductees claim have been
administered by small alien beings. Jacobs draws from
these interviews a profoundly unsettling reason behind
the abductions: aliens are conducting a complex
reproductive experiment involving the conception,
gestation. or incubation of human and alien hybrid
beings.
The world's bestselling master of the medical thriller,
Robin Cook skillfully combines human drama and hightech thrills with the latest breakthroughs and
controversies of modern medicine. Now, in his most
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daring novel yet, a mysterious transmission from the
bottom of the Atlantic Ocean leads a crew of
oceanographers and divers to a phenomenon beyond
scientific understanding - a discovery that will change
everything we know about life on Earth…
After several years of being out of print and becoming a
bit of a collectors item; TAKEN, the startling accounts of
alien abduction as documented by the late Karla Turner,
has been refreshed and reissued faithfully with the sole
input and authorization from husband Elton Turner. With
a new foreword written by the legendary Nick Pope who
with 21 years of experience at the British Government's
Ministry of Defence and an incredible history of research
and broadcasting, puts it best that Taken is a real
'researcher's book'. This is the ultimate investigation of
the paranormal links between humans and 'other worldly'
beings.
This novel is based on a much shorter version published
in David Drake's "Foreign Legions".
A Fascinating Firsthand Nuts & Bolts Analysis of the
Grays When an alien craft stalled Stewart Bench's truck
on a backcountry road, he tried his best to just forget
about it. But then they came back and made it personal.
In A Cosmic Encounter, for the first time, Stewart tells
the incredible true story of being encountered and then
abducted by aliens. As an engineer, Stewart uses his
technical experience to describe the specifications of the
alien craft, their technology, their communications, and
their mission. You will discover the details of the alien
device implanted in his nose, the telepathic
communication displayed by the aliens, and a wealth of
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information about the layout and operation of their
vehicle and equipment. This is a highly detailed, close-up
look at how aliens infiltrate our airspace and conduct
experiments on humans—without any official
acknowledgement—as well as the personal toll these
encounters have on the abductees.
Thus begins the most astonishing true-life odyssey ever
recorded—one man's riveting account of his extraordinary
experiences with visitors from “elsewhere” . . . how they
found him, where they took him, what they did to him,
and why. Believe it. Or don't believe it. But read it—for this
gripping story will move you like no other. It will fascinate
you, terrify you, and alter the way you experience your
world.
Are we alone in the universe? Those that believe in alien
abductions think they know the answer. This title
explores the mysteries of alien abductions and the tools
and technology behind researching them to debate the
question of whether aliens have ever visited Earth.
A rogue spaceship captain. A human scientist. An explosive
attraction. Faith has spent the past eight years as a scientist
locked in an alien research lab. When she finally manages to
escape and finds out what the aliens are doing with her work,
she is appalled and determined to stop their plans. The alien
spaceship captain who unknowingly assisted her escape is
going to help her shut down the lab - whether he wants to or
not. And she's not going to let his massive body or the kind
heart hidden behind his gruff facade distract her. Captain
Athtar finally has his life exactly the way he wants it - he has
his ship, his crew, and his freedom. No mouthy little human is
going to interfere with any of that, no matter how much she
tempts him or how much his instincts demand that he claim
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her. If only he weren't as tempted as much by her brilliant
mind as by her luscious body. Can Faith and Athtar fight their
overwhelming attraction long enough to defeat the evil
scientists and stay ahead of the Imperial Fleet? And when the
battle is over, can there be a future for the two of them? Each
book in the Alien Abduction series features a different couple
and can be enjoyed as a standalone romance. Intended for
mature readers.
Secret missions, mysterious packages and alien warriors.
Sounds like trouble...or romance. On a secret mission to
rescue a young royal from a prison cell on an alien warship,
Lumerian Knight Taeger Norasair never expects to find a
beautiful human woman among the prisoners. Even more
puzzling is her refusal to leave. Unwilling to leave her behind,
he throws her over his shoulder and makes a dash for
freedom. Savage. Alien. Beast. How dare the huge alien
warrior scoop her up like a damsel in distress? Cassie has a
mission to complete, and she intends to see it through no
matter how much she longs to surrender to Taeger's
passionate embrace. Read now! **If you love romance in the
style of Grace Goodwin, Nalini Singh, Christine Feehan, J.R.
Ward, Lara Adrian, S. E. Smith, Ruby Dixon and out-of-this
world outer space adventures like The Expanse, Star Trek,
Star Wars and Stargate, be sure to read Bestselling Author
Becca Brayden's exciting science fiction and paranormal
romance book series! Aliens, adventure, and hot romance all
in one place! Tags: alien romance, sci-fi romance, science
fiction romance, paranormal romance, psychic romance,
shifter, space fleet, space opera, interstellar, intergalactic,
brides, shifter, mate, alien mate, fated mate, scifi romance,
scifi alien romance, Colony, colonization, space fleet, Warrior,
Hunter, Cyborg, Lumerian Knights, Alien King, royal romance,
ancient warriors, bbw, psychic romance, genetic engineering,
Dark ones, Vilitos, Lumerian crystals, space battle, Earth
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based alien colony, action and adventure, multicultural
romance, new adult, hot romance, military, alien wars
Close Encounters of the Fourth Kind: cases in which personal
contact between an individual or individuals is initiated by the
“occupants” of the spacecraft. Such contact may involve the
transportation of the individual from his or her terrestrial
surroundings into the spacecraft, where the individual is
communicated with and/or subjected to an examination
before being returned. One might expect that a “scientific
conference” devoted to people who have reported being
kidnapped by “little green men” would be dismissed out of
hand. But C.D.B. Bryan, the greatly admired journalist and
author of Friendly Fire, did not dismiss it: the conference was
to be held at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
would have as its chairmen a Pulitzer Prize-winning Harvard
psychiatry professor and a professor of physics from M.I.T.
Bryan attended the conference throughout its five days. He
approached the subject with no prior stand, no agenda, and
an open (if slightly skeptical) mind. As the conference
progressed, he was astonished by the quality of the stories
told by the hundreds of men and women who came forward
hesitantly and reluctantly with their utterly amazing—and
utterly convincing—accounts of having been abducted and
then examined aboard extraterrestrial spacecraft by spindly
limbed, telepathic gray creatures with outsized foreheads
dominated by huge, compelling, tear-shaped black eyes.
What most astonished Bryan were the similarities found again
and again in these accounts and the consistency of their
details. It is here that the heart of the mystery lies: as the
Harvard professor John E. Mack asked at the conference, “If
what the abductees are saying isn’t happening to them, then
what is?” This question—and the possible answers—are at the
center of this richly explicit, serious, and riveting book. Bryan
recreates the conference. He interviews ufology’s most
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prominent psychiatrists, psychologists, hypnotherapists,
researchers, physicists, physicians, and folklorists. He
interweaves throughout the testimony of the abductees
themselves, who tell us their stories in chilling detail. He
presents, in depth, the Close Encounter experiences of two
women whose stories he tells on the basis of both their
spontaneous recollections of the events and their memories
that were retrieved through sessions of hypnosis of which
Bryan himself was a witness. Finally, Bryan examines the
current theories—psychological, psychiatric, medical,
parapsychological—that have been put forward by the
unconvinced to explain the abduction phenomenon. Are the
abductees suffering from some sort of false memory
syndrome? . . . a multiple or dissociative personality disorder?
. . . Are they fantasy-prone? Close Encounters of the Fourth
Kind is a detailed, objective exploration—the most concrete to
date—of one of the enduring and amazing mysteries of our
time. It is a book that will equally fascinate believers and
nonbelievers.
An alien fantasy brought to life... It should have been a simple
volunteer job. Keep the events for the Romancing the Capital
convention running smooth. But from the moment Brigitte lays
eyes on the male model dipped in purple, hired for the
galactic party, she is thrown into a tizzy—mostly because of
his stolen kiss. Imagine her shock once she realizes he’s not
an actor. This purple alien is for real! And Phyr didn’t come to
RTC alone. He brought a bunch of his mercenary friends to
help him abduct all the single ladies. These readers are about
to go on a galactic adventure wilder than anything they’ve
ever read in a book—and hotter than anything they could have
imagined.
They are tiny. They are tall. They are gray. They are green.
They survey our world with enormous glowing eyes. To
conduct their shocking experiments, they creep in at night to
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carry humans off to their spaceships. Yet there is no evidence
that they exist at all. So how could anyone believe he or she
was abducted by aliens? Or want to believe it? To answer
these questions, psychologist Susan Clancy interviewed and
evaluated "abductees"--old and young, male and female,
religious and agnostic. She listened closely to their
stories--how they struggled to explain something strange in
their remembered experience, how abduction seemed
plausible, and how, having suspected abduction, they began
to recollect it, aided by suggestion and hypnosis. Clancy
argues that abductees are sane and intelligent people who
have unwittingly created vivid false memories from a toxic mix
of nightmares, culturally available texts (abduction reports
began only after stories of extraterrestrials appeared in films
and on TV), and a powerful drive for meaning that science is
unable to satisfy. For them, otherworldly terror can become a
transforming, even inspiring experience. "Being abducted,"
writes Clancy, "may be a baptism in the new religion of this
millennium." This book is not only a subtle exploration of the
workings of memory, but a sensitive inquiry into the nature of
belief.
A True Story of Alien Abduction - One of the most important,
sincere and honest abduction stories out there. Finally back
in print. Following the 2013 reissue of TAKEN, a book that
has been out of print for several years and fetched excessive
amounts amongst collectors and those wishing to get their
hands on such a legendary piece of non-fiction, INTO THE
FRINGE is where it all began for Dr Karla Turner and her
family. As with the reissue of TAKEN, INTO THE FRINGE is
an officially authorized republication with the sole input of
Karla Turner's widower Elton. Endorsed and approved by
Elton Turner with the highest respect for the importance of
the story; we excitedly bring INTO THE FRINGE to the 21st
century. Into the Fringe documents the account of alien
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abduction and how Karla Turner, along with her family,
uncovered the memories and physical evidence of their
encounters with beings from outside of our own planet. "This
brave and defiant refusal, in the name of humanity, to
countenance suffering from an alien tyrant masquerading as
a benefactor, is Karla Turner's final legacy." - John
Chambers, UFO Magazine
The Believer is the weird and chilling true story of Dr. John
Mack. This eminent Harvard psychiatrist and Pulitzer
Prize–winning biographer risked his career to investigate the
phenomenon of human encounters with aliens and to give
credibility to the stupefying tales shared by people who were
utterly convinced they had happened. Nothing in Mack’s four
decades of psychiatry had prepared him for the otherworldly
accounts of a cross-section of humanity including young
children who reported being taken against their wills by alien
beings. Over the course of his career his interest in alien
abduction grew from curiosity to wonder, ultimately
developing into a limitless, unwavering passion. Based on
exclusive access to Mack’s archives, journals, and
psychiatric notes and interviews with his family and closest
associates, The Believer reveals the life and work of a man
who explored the deepest of scientific conundrums and
further leads us to the hidden dimensions and alternate
realities that captivated Mack until the end of his life.
Three smoking hot alien brothers who all want to mate with
me. Whatever is a girl to do?No matter what they tell you,
alien abduction isn't at all like what you see on TV. First, I'm
rudely abducted and knocked unconscious. Second, I wake
up to an alien monster who wants to... er... "mate" with me,
but he's got huge claws, huge fangs, huge... everything. I
realize I've been taken by a race of sexy humanoid men. The
bonus? They look like fitness models, they all think I'm the
most attractive woman they've ever seen, and they can
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conjure my deepest fantasies out of thin air.The catch? I'm
supposed to woo their prince and future king, and give him an
alien baby. The problem is I'm more attracted to his brothers,
and the dirty fantasies they show me. On Earth, I was a good
girl, but these aliens show me just how naughty I can be. Now
my biggest problem is which brother to choose. And just how
far will I let them go? ****Content warning: For readers 18
years and older. Contains explicit sexual situations, and
sensitive subjects. Despite this, the story ends with a Happily
Ever After.
Chronicles the alien abduction case surrounding Linda
Cortile, who remembered her experience while under
hypnosis and who offered a bizarre explanation to several
independent testimonies of a strange incident near where she
was taken. Reprint.
Why would two women separated by thousands of miles
share a common thread involving alien abduction? Both
cases are supported by multiple witnesses and have
substantial evidence. Both women experienced missing time
while driving with a companion, and were later taken from
their homes. Both have been unwilling participants in ongoing
experimental procedures that appear to follow family genetic
lines. Both witnesses have given detailed descriptions of the
crafts’ interiors and technology, medical procedures,
messages from the visitors, and the types of ETs they have
encountered, including their society’s hierarchical structure.
Even more startling, both have independently described
finding themselves on identical huge craft, within the same
timeframe. The Alien Abduction Files finally reveals: The littleknown details of alien experimental procedures The
theoretical science that can explain alien technology The
messages conveyed by the ETs to abduction experiencers
The vulnerabilities and benefits of living life as an abduction
experiencer The evidence that these phenomena are real.
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Getting probed by aliens was only the beginning... I was
abducted by incompetent aliens. They didn't know what they
were doing and they still don't have a clue. Now that we're
done with all the probing, they're taking lessons in 'Caring for
Vulnerable Females' and 'Nest Building for Beginners' and
want to turn me into their mate. And no, they don't listen when
I tell them I don't need a nest. In theory, I could fall for these
three hunky aliens who can bring me more pleasure than I
ever dreamed of, but we're being watched and analysed
every minute of the day. A creepy professor from the
Intergalactic University uses us as examples for her lessons,
sometimes with dangerous consequences, and there's
nothing we can do about it. I don't want to be a science
experiment, but can I resist falling for the aliens who stole me
from Earth? The first part of this hilarious sci-fi romance
trilogy is published in the Stolen and Seduced anthology, but
all three books can be read as standalones. If you want sexy
aliens who will protect their mate at all cost, a sassy female
who doesn't need protecting, plus every single alien
abduction trope imaginable, scroll up and read this book
today. Beware, you may be abducted at any moment, so
don't waste time.
In 1994, Christopher Buckley published one of the most
acclaimed and successful comic novels of the decade, Thank
You for Smoking. Now Buckley returns to the strange land of
Washington, D.C., in Little Green Men, a millennial comedy of
manners about aliens and pundits . . . and how much they
have in common. The reluctant hero of this hilarious novel is
John Oliver Banion, a stuffy Washington talk-show host,
whose privileged life is thrown into upheaval when aliens
abduct him from his exclusive country-club golf course. But
were his gray-skinned captors aliens . . . or something far
more sinister? After Banion is abducted again--this time in
Palm Springs--he believes he has been chosen by the
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extraterrestrials to champion the most important cause of the
millennium, and he embarks on a crusade, appearing before
a convention of UFO believers and demanding that Congress
and the White House seriously investigate UFOs. His friends
and family suspect that Banion is having some kind of manicdepressive midlife crisis and urge him to seek therapy before
his credibility as a pillar of the punditocracy is ruined. So John
Oliver Banion must choose: keep his establishment status or
become the leader of millions of impassioned and somewhat
scruffy new friends who want to expose the government's
secret alien agenda. Little Green Men proves once and for all
that the truth is out there. Way out there. And it reaffirms
Christopher Buckley's status as the funniest humanoid writer
in the universe. Coming soon from Christopher Buckley: One
of Our Whales Is Missing
“A very powerful book . . . Druffel’s research does us all a
great service.”—Dr. Edgar Mitchell, Apollo 14 astronaut and
author of The Way of the Explorer In 1988 Ann Druffel, who
has researched UFOs for forty years, discovered a littleknown fact that had been drowned in abduction
hysteria—documented evidence that people have successfully
fended off attack by the “greys,” the short, big-eyed aliens
now familiar through so much popular media. Using her
database of 250 case studies, including seventy “resisters,”
Druffel has ascertained nine techniques that witnesses use to
ward off alien entities and even break off abductions in
progress. And perhaps even more astonishing, this evidence
points to the possible true identity of the greys and their link
to the abducting entities of myth and folklore. How to Defend
Yourself Against Alien Abduction covers various resistance
techniques, including: • Mental Struggle: Block their mind
control • Physical Struggle: Fight back • Righteous Anger:
Summon your inviolate rights • Protective Rage: Guard your
loved ones • Support from Family Members: Seek strength in
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numbers • Intuition: Sense them coming • Metaphysical
Methods: Create a personal shield • Appeal to Spiritual
Personages: Get help from on high • Repellents: Use timetested fend-off substances Complete with hair-raising true
tales of courage and illustrated with eyewitness sketches,
How to Defend Yourself Against Alien Abduction is the only
book with step-by-step instructions on what to do—and not to
do—if aliens come knocking on your door.
“The famous 1961 Betty and Barney Hill abduction by nonhumans is taken apart, meticulously re-examined by Betty’s
niece Kathleen Marden and nuclear physicist Stanton T.
Friedman, and reinforced by the pressure of facts.” —Linda
Moulton Howe, Emmy award-winning TV producer, reporter,
and editor, Earthfiles.com Today, 60 years after the UFO
abduction of Betty and Barney Hill, more and more people
are convinced that UFOs are real and their existence is being
covered up by the government. If you have doubts or
questions about the Hill case or alien experiences in general,
Captured! will give you the answers you’re searching for. The
1961 abduction of the Hills stirred worldwide interest and
enthralled the public and media for decades. The case is
mentioned in almost all UFO abduction books. It also became
a target for debunkers, who still attack it today. But the
complete story of what really happened that day, its effect on
the participants, and the findings of investigators has never
been told—until now. In Captured! you’ll get an insider’s look
at the alien abduction, previously unpublished information
about the lives of the Hills before and after Barney’s death in
1969, their status as celebrities, Betty’s experiences as a
UFO investigator, and other activities before her death in
2004. Kathleen Marden, Betty Hill’s niece, shares details
from her discussions with Betty and from the evidence of the
UFO abduction. She also looks at the Hills’ riveting hypnosis
sessions about their time onboard the spacecraft. The results
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of a new chemical analysis of the dress Betty was abducted
in is shared, which found unusual and rare elements on it
Newly discovered letters at the American Philosophical
Society by debunker Philip Klass, regarding an orchestrated
plot to paint Betty as delusional reveal what early detractors
tried to do. In addition, coauthor, physicist, and ufologist
Stanton T. Friedman reviews and refutes the arguments of
those who have attacked the Hill case, including the star map
Betty Hill saw inside the craft and later recreated.
This volume is perfect for the armchair UFO enthusiast and
budding scientist. This compilation of stories from leading
scientists and UFO experts will pique any young person’s
interest in the possibility that UFOs really exist. Included are
accounts from the world’s leading experts on new evidence
of famous sightings as well as the unearthing of famous
classified files. Also, one leading nuclear physicist says how
close we are to interstellar travel. For fans of The X-Files and
Roswell conspiracies, this title will dispel any doubts about
the existence of alien life.
The ideas of alien abductions have our fueled our
imagination! What if it happened to you? Discover true cases
of alien abductions from people claiming being taken by
aliens and that came back to tell their story. Imagine you're
out alone at a park somewhere taking in the scenery and
simply enjoying the exercise of a nice walk. Suddenly, there's
a strange feeling in the air. You don't know what it is, but
things somehow just don't seem quite right. You look up and
there's a light in the sky. You see a bright flash, and then
moments later the light is gone, and you resume your hike
through the park.According to many alleged alien abductees,
these experiences are often the few, sparse moments of
conscious recall of an abduction.The individual does not
know it at the time, but he has been an unwilling participant in
an extraordinary event. In such a situation the only real clue
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would be a quick glance at the time. Our hypothetical hiker
looks down at his watch and realizes that over an hour has
passed, completely unaccounted for. Abductees and UFO
researchers contend that it is within such an hour of so-called
"missing time" that alien entities from who knows where
conduct examinations and experiments on us hapless
humans.Once the aliens have finished their tasks, these
diligent ET scientists wipe our conscious memories and return
us safely to Earth. But their technology is apparently not
perfect, because some Earth dwellers have allegedly been
able to uncover these supposedly lost memories through
hypnotic regression.This book takes a look at some of these
startling claims of alien-human interactions that the world has
come to know as "alien abductions." This is not an attempt to
prove the veracity of these claims, but simply to present them
as they are reported, so that readers can decide for
themselves. Scroll back up and click the BUY NOW button at
the top right side of this page to order your copy now!
"The famous 1961 Betty and Barney Hill abduction by nonhumans is taken apart, meticulously re-examined by Betty's
niece Kathleen Marden and nuclear physicist Stanton T.
Friedman, and reinforced by the pressure of facts." --Linda
Moulton Howe, Emmy award-winning TV producer, reporter,
and editor, Earthfiles.com Today, 60 years after the UFO
abduction of Betty and Barney Hill, more and more people
are convinced that UFOs are real and their existence is being
covered up by the government. If you have doubts or
questions about the Hill case or alien experiences in general,
Captured! will give you the answers you're searching for. The
1961 abduction of the Hills stirred worldwide interest and
enthralled the public and media for decades. The case is
mentioned in almost all UFO abduction books. It also became
a target for debunkers, who still attack it today. But the
complete story of what really happened that day, its effect on
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the participants, and the findings of investigators has never
been told--until now. In Captured! you'll get an insider's look
at the alien abduction, previously unpublished information
about the lives of the Hills before and after Barney's death in
1969, their status as celebrities, Betty's experiences as a
UFO investigator, and other activities before her death in
2004. Kathleen Marden, Betty Hill's niece, shares details from
her discussions with Betty and from the evidence of the UFO
abduction. She also looks at the Hills' riveting hypnosis
sessions about their time onboard the spacecraft. In addition,
coauthor, physicist, and ufologist Stanton T. Friedman
reviews and refutes the arguments of those who have
attacked the Hill case, including the star map Betty Hill saw
inside the craft and later recreated.
Big, bad and purple. It was supposed to be a simple job. Grab
some specimens from Earth and sell them on the interstellar
black markets. In and out, with no one the wiser, except Tren
accidentally abducts a human. A barbaric female, who
doesn't know how to be quiet and obey. That will affect her
selling price especially since she only possesses two breasts,
and a single mouth. Yet, in spite of her shortcomings there is
something about her spitfire nature that intrigues him. Maybe
he should keep her. He's definitely not keen on getting rid of
her after he seduces her. A space pirate doesn't usually fall in
love, but when an enemy decides to take Megan, Tren
realizes he will do anything to get her back Alien Abduction
series: Accidental Abduction, Intentional Abduction, Dual
Abduction, Mercenary Abduction, Heroic Abduction, Holiday
Abduction, Reader Abduction, Reverse Abduction Genre:
science fiction romance, space opera, comedy, humor, space
adventure, space exploration, sci-fi romance, fantasy
romance, paranormal romance, futuristic romance, alpha
male
There have been over 40 million logged sightings of
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unidentified flying objects, and tens of thousands of alien
abduction reports. Every year brings more evidence from
reliable witnesses of the highest calibre, and reports come
from every corner of the globe. Many stories presented here
have a bizarre consistency that is not easily explained away;
something is happening out there. Once you discard the
stories that you find too incredible to be true, what you are left
with will undoubtedly constitute The Worlds Greastest Alien
Abduction Mysteries.
For decades, people have reported close encounters with
extraterrestrial entities. Witnesses describe being kidnapped
by large-headed, black-eyed creatures from other worlds.
Those same creatures have become popularly known as “the
Grays.” There is, however, another aspect to the alien
abduction controversy. Abductees very often report being
followed and spied upon by military and government
personnel. It is typical for abductees to see black helicopters
hovering directly over their homes in an intimidating manner.
Phone calls are monitored. Emails are hacked into. Strange
men dressed in black suits are seen photographing the
homes of the abductees. All of this brings us to the matter of
what have become known in the domain of alien abduction
research as “Military Abductions,” or “MILABS.” According
to numerous abductees, after being kidnapped by aliens they
are kidnapped again . . . by the government. These follow-up
events are the work of a powerful group hidden deep within
the military and the intelligence community. It is the secret
agenda of this highly classified organization to figure out what
the so-called Grays are really up to. And, the best way for the
government to get the answers is to interrogate those who
have come face-to-face with the UFO phenomenon: the
abductees. Why is the government secretly compiling files on
alien abductees? Is the alien abduction issue so sinister that
it has become a matter of national security proportions?
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Pascagoula - The Closest Encounter - My StoryBy Calvin
ParkerForeword by Philip Mantle(FULL COLOUR
EDITION)On October 11th, 1973 nineteen year old Calvin
Parker and his friend forty two year old Charles Hickson were
spending a frustrating evening fishing on the Pascagoula
River in Mississippi. Both men loved to fish but tonight's
fishing trip would turn out to be one they would never forget.
In the early evening both men were startled when a strange
craft descended and hovered a few feet above the ground
and just a few yards from their location. Before they had any
chance to run an opening appeared in this craft and out
'floated' three humanoid creatures. Both men were absolutely
terrified when these creatures grabbed them and took them
aboard the craft. On the craft both men were subjected to an
examination and at one point they were so terrified as they
believed they were about to die. Minutes later both Calvin
Parker and Charles Hickson were deposited back on the
riverbank and the craft departed. Taking off in their car the
two terrified witnesses eventually located a public telephone
box and phoned the local sheriff. A short time later they were
being interviewed at their local sheriff's office. These two
disorientated witnesses told their story of their close
encounter and abduction by these strange creatures. The
next day all hell was let loose as the press descended on this
unsuspecting Mississippi town. Calvin Parker, seriously
disturbed by these events, has largely remained in the
background without ever detailing the full account of what
happened that night, how it affected him and his life, and
other close encounters he has experienced down the years.
Now, for the first time, Calvin Parker tells his story in full. This
book, Pascagoula - The Closest Encounter, tells the story of
one of the classic close encounters currently on record. This
book features for the first time the full transcript of Calvin
Parker's hypnotic regression session with the late Budd
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Hopkins, one of the world's foremost researchers of this
phenomena. The manuscript is also packed full of
documents, newspaper cuttings and photographs old and
new. This is the full colour edition and a black and white
version is also available.
G.L Davies invites you to join him on his most terrifying
investigation yet. In 2009 one woman from Pembrokeshire
believed she was abducted by aliens. What followed was a
terrifying ordeal of alien visitation, nightmarish visions,
encounters with terrifying creatures, a connection to the past
and a prophecy of destruction on the scale never before seen
in Pembrokeshire’s peaceful history. Should these events be
true, then no one is safe. The harvest has begun… 'Masterfully
written and a terrifying true journey into Alien Abduction. The
benchmark for all paranormal accounts from the greatest
paranormal author of his time.' Mysterious Radio
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